
Brenna Sahatjian

Live Looped Chamber Folk Music

Brenna Sahatjian’s music stitches together
the shameless truth-telling of a (not quite)

reformed juvenile delinquent, and the
passion of an earnest, knife wielding,

botany-loving, queer feminist.
-Annah Anti-Palindrome



Listen to music online:
www.brennasahatjian.bandcamp.com

Booking contact:
brennasahatjian@gmail.com

Phone: (503) 840-8262
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Brenna's Bio:

 

Brenna Sahatjian is an alternative folk
songwriter who composes on guitar, cello,

dulcimer, piano, and drums. Her live
performances combine her multi-

instrumental songcraft with live looping,
creating a dreamy and layered, yet dynamic,
soundscape. There are elements of grunge,

neo-classical, and folk in her sound,
tempered by the immediacy of a songwriter's

lyricism.  Her songs aim to enchant,
empower, honor the natural world, reframe

folklore, and tell stories. 

Brenna has been performing original songs since the age of
fifteen, and has been a touring artist since her early
twenties. She has released six self-produced albums,

collaborating with other DIY artists such as Actor Slash
Model, Tin Tree Factory, Ryan Harvey, Shannon Murray

and Mark Gunnery. As a member of the Riotfolk Collective
(2004-2013) she completed several national and regional
tours, raising money for social justice organizations and
sharing the stage with other radical songwriters from

around the country. She has played in several bands, most
notably Slow Teeth (2008-2013), Strangeweather, and

Aradia. Her 2015 release The Ruby came as her first solo
album since 2009. She has lives and works in Portland, OR.



Reviews and Reactions

Brenna’s well honed musical cunning including (but not limited to) her
sick and distinctive sinuous-grunge guitar style and potent lyricism, here

drenched in a dreamy sonic atmosphere as moody as it is catchy

-Joshum Hardy http://www.joshum.net

The natural juxtaposition of her pitch perfect vocals against the jagged words
woven with expansive imagery – it is a world of dichotomies. This balance is

always the most difficult thing to reconcile in songwriting and Brenna’s
discography proves, with hard work in experimentation, this can be achieved. A
good song just moves you, takes you somewhere else, into their world, and it just
makes you wonder. The things that draw me in to this world are the haunting

self-harmonization, the beauty brought forth from dissonant chords of guitar and
warm expanding cello, and the unflinching way all of this is reorganized to

perform a head forward punk anthem or a tender folk dirge. Brenna is always
pushing the line – even ones she’s made for herself.

-Christopher Buckingham of The Eventuals

Sahatjian is comfortable composing on guitar and cello, layering her
sullen, firey lyrics... over  her strong, earnest vocals. There's a decent

amount of early '90s lo-fi riot nostalgia woven into The Ruby's
discontented vibe

-Tuscon Weekly

Personal, mythological, slyly political…

-Antiquated Future

http://www.tucsonweekly.com/tucson/b-sides-brenna-sahatjian/Content?oid=6020247


Performance History

Colleges and Universities: Northwestern
University, Western Washington University,

Evergreen College, Bates College, Reed
College, 

Selected Venues: Real Art Tacoma (WA), The Fox and
Hounds Songwriter Sundays (Studio City, CA), Bombay Bar
and Grill (Ventura, CA), The Trunk Space Pheonix, AZ), The

Ashkenaz (Berkeley, CA), Windham Textile and History
Museum (Willamantic, CT), The VERA Project (Seattle, WA),

 
Festivals: Seattle Folklife Festival, Oregon
Country Fair, Yellingham Folk Punk Festival



Workshops Offered

Brenna discusses her process of turning her poetry into song, sharing
examples of her work and the transformation of her songs.

Paticipants are invited to do writing exercises and seek group input on
their ideas and works

Brenna has an ear and an eye for art, music, and writing that honors the Earth
and sheds light on the interconnectedness of all living beings. In this workshop,
she shares insights from her own ecopsychological songwriting style, as well as
what ecopsychology is, and how it's influenced environmental activism in the

Pacific Northwest. Examples of work by other artists, writers, poets, and
musicians are shared and discussed. An optional plant walk and outdoor writing

workshop can be arranged as part of this workshop, location permitting. 

SONGWRITING

ECO-PSYCHOLOGY, POETRY, and JUSTICE

ECO-FEMINISM
An exploration of intersectional feminism, focusing on what Judi Bari called
Revolutionary Ecology. In this workshop we explore the philosophical roots of

ecofeminism, define biocentrism, and explore how they challenge patriarchy and
capitalism. 

LIVE LOOPING SOUNDS
In this interactive workshop, participants are invited to bring their sound

making devices of choice and collaborate on experimental sound collages.
Basic operation of Brenna's BOSS RC 300 will be provided, as well as the

programming of effects. 



Booking Information

Website: www.brennasahatjianmusic.com
Bandcamp: www.brennasahatjian.bandcamp.com

Facebook: www.facebook.com/brennasahatjianmusic

Find Brenna Online

CONTACT: brennasahatjian@gmail.com  (503)840-8262

Twitter: @BrennaSahatjian
Instagram: @bsahatjian

https://www.facebook.com/brennasahatjianmusic
https://brennasahatjian.bandcamp.com/
https://brennasahatjianmusic.wordpress.com/

